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1: 9 Ways 3D Printing Is Changing The World - Hongkiat
Hobbyist 3D printing is one of the hottest things trending in the tech world, and people have used it to create all kinds of
things for entertainment, art, work, education, medical needs and more. We are slowly coming to grips with the potential
that 3D printed materials can bring to the plate.

Just as new technology in energy production and extraction have reduced our dependence on the Middle East,
a technology innovation of a very different sort â€” 3D printing â€” is already poised to reduce our
dependence on Asian factories. These printers can make almost any kind of shape by simply adjusting the
software file for the specific product. In the past, you probably would have built a big new factory in Asia to
make the product, or worked with a contract manufacturer there, along with specialist suppliers around the
world. Now, thanks to 3D printing, many companies can circumvent all the risks of a global supply chain by
making most or all of their product in single smaller plants in almost any major market. Distribution costs and
currency risks are reduced, and companies are insulated from trade battles. The only tariffs to pay would be on
materials for the 3D printing process that need to be imported. Over time, this localized production is likely to
pay dividends not just in circumvented tariffs, but also in greater responsiveness to customers. But with
flexible 3D printers, they can often adjust a product simply by rewriting some of the software file for that
particular product. That responsiveness could become a major competitive advantage, which could drive the
localization of manufacturing ever further. There would be fewer and fewer industries that have to worry
about trade wars. Countries will still inflict tariffs and other barriers on agriculture and other commodities, but
the danger to the world economy will be far less. This distributed manufacturing will also be better for
economic development. The current global trading system assumes that countries become wealthy by
specializing according to comparative advantage. By contrast, East Asian countries that erected trade barriers
and built competitive companies in a range of industries have prospered. By shifting to 3D printing, many of
these underindustrialized countries could jumpstart their manufacturing efforts and boost their technological
capabilities. Success in one industry can quickly spread to other industries. Suppose a company starts making
household appliances. If it succeeds, it can readily expand to adjacent metal industries, such as lawn
equipment, bicycles, or eventually even cars. If demand for one product falls while another takes off, the
factory can shift most of its printers to create that product â€” again, without relying on complex supply
chains. Industry lines will blur. For each product, it is preparing digital 3D printing files that can be easily sent
from one factory to another. So if tariffs suddenly change, they can quickly shift production from a factory,
say, in Asia to one in California, or vice versa. In order for factories to handle products from multiple
industries, companies need sophisticated software platforms to manage the resulting complexity. This
pan-industrial approach would enable countries to rapidly diversify their economies. It will take a few years
for companies to make the deep switch to 3D printing and reduce their dependence on global supply chains.
Until then, the trade war is going to inflict damage on some companies in the United States and elsewhere. But
these temporary policy dislocations should not blind us from the long-term prospects of technology
capabilities that are already within reach, and nimble enough to withstand shifting Washington trade policy.
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He is the author of several books, including " The Pan-Industrial Revolution: View more opinions on CNN.
CNN While tariffs and trade wars from the White House may threaten our jobs, peace and prosperity,
technology innovations from American business could save us. Just as new technology in energy production
and extraction have reduced our dependence on the Middle East, a technology innovation of a very different
sort -- 3D printing -- is already poised to reduce our dependence on Asian factories. These printers can make
almost any kind of shape by simply adjusting the software file for the specific product. And in recent years,
3D printing has become cost-competitive with conventional manufacturing for many kinds of products. In the
past, you probably would have built a big new factory in Asia to make the product, or worked with a contract
manufacturer there, along with specialist suppliers around the world. Now, thanks to 3D printing, many
companies can circumvent all the risks of a global supply chain by making most or all of their product in
single smaller plants in almost any major market. Distribution costs and currency risks are reduced, and
companies are insulated from trade battles. The only tariffs to pay would be on materials for the 3D printing
process that need to be imported. Hide Caption 1 of 7 Photos: Prosthetics made by 3D printers e-NABLE
started with approximately 70 volunteers in , and has since become a worldwide movement of thousands of
volunteers in countries. Hide Caption 2 of 7 Photos: Prosthetics made by 3D printers The organization pairs
volunteers up with those in need of a "helping hand. Hide Caption 3 of 7 Photos: Prosthetics made by 3D
printers The Talon hand is a popular model designed by a teacher, Peter Binkley, for his son, Peregrine
Hawthorne. Hide Caption 4 of 7 Photos: She has so many hands the community made her a "handbag" to carry
them all. Hide Caption 5 of 7 Photos: Over the past year and a half over 2, schools and robotics teams have
participated in creating hands. Hide Caption 6 of 7 Photos: Prosthetics made by 3D printers e-NABLE also
encourages students to come up with designs for those who are missing a finger, or who have lost function in
their fingers due to arthritis, disease and nerve damage. Hide Caption 7 of 7 Over time, this localized
production is likely to pay dividends not just in circumvented tariffs, but also in greater responsiveness to
customers. But with flexible 3D printers, they can often adjust a product simply by rewriting some of the
software file for that particular product. These "additive factories" can respond to local consumer preferences
much faster than their conventional counterparts with long supply chains. That responsiveness could become a
major competitive advantage, which could drive the localization of manufacturing ever further. There would
be fewer and fewer industries that have to worry about trade wars. Countries will still inflict tariffs and other
barriers on agriculture and other commodities, but the danger to the world economy will be far less. This
distributed manufacturing will also be better for economic development. The current global trading system
assumes that countries become wealthy by specializing according to comparative advantage. But most of the
poor countries that have followed this approach , including many countries in Africa and South America, have
had disappointing records on growth. By contrast, East Asian countries that erected trade barriers and built
competitive companies in a range of industries have prospered. By shifting to 3D printing, many of these
underindustrialized countries could jumpstart their manufacturing efforts and boost their technological
capabilities.
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By Azwan Jamaluddin in Gadgets. Updated on April 6, Hobbyist 3D printing is one of the hottest things
trending in the tech world, and people have used it to create all kinds of things for entertainment, art, work,
education, medical needs and more. We are slowly coming to grips with the potential that 3D printed materials
can bring to the plate across multiple industries, including manufacturing, education, space, and even
weaponry. In fact, at the rate that it is going, 3D printing is probably one of the more promising technologies
that could change the world as we know it. Here, we highlight the 9 ways 3D printing can. Tell us if you agree
or disagree in the comments section below. Rather than having to go to a store to get a replacement or order
for a replacement part that will then take days to arrive at your home, by using 3D printing you can just print
the part you need right away. You can also print out the exact number of parts you need, rather than buy in
bulk. Home Construction Is Cheaper Home prices are on the rise, wherever you are in the world and yet at the
same time, young people are actively trying to reduce their carbon footprint in as many ways as possible,
including the construction of their homes. The potential for this is great in developing countries, where homes
could be made fast and affordable to help alleviate the housing crisis caused by lack of space or rising
populations. Prosthetics Become Affordable 3D printers are being used to create low cost prosthetics where
they are most needed: Hopefully, the idea to create cheap, customizable prosthetics that anyone can afford will
become mainstream and help transform the lives of the affected. You Can Get Parts Even In Space Getting
into space takes a lot of fuel and preparation and whenever something goes wrong in space, there may be
limited equipment or spare parts available. Transporting items into space is, of course, incredibly expensive
and astronauts may need to wait for the next mission to get the parts they need or figure out alternative
solutions to their problems. With 3D printing available however, they can print out parts, tools or other items
they need in the event of an emergency. NASA has announced that they will ship a 3D printer for trial
purposes to the International Space Station in August to see if this can be a viable option. You Can Print Pizza
Instead Of Ordering Some printers today can be used to print out foods from simple candies and chocolate to
even a pizza. A company called 3D Systems now has a printer that can print chocolates and candies in
beautiful, complex shapes. Another company called Natural Machines is marketing a printer called the
Foodini , that can print out pizzas and ravioli. However, these plastics can actually be recycled into filaments
used in 3D printing. In fact, the Ekocycle Cube is an example of a printer that will only accept special,
recycled plastics. It was created by 3D Systems in collaboration with will. Research found that turning your
recycled plastics into spools uses less energy than conventional plastic recycling. Help save the environment
with 3D printing! With 3D printing, museums can offer scans of their pieces to the public instead. On top of
helping preserve great masterpieces, 3D-printed sculptures can help educate the masses about old and modern
art. A 3D printer can also be used to pile organic matter, systematically layer by layer to build tissue and
organs. The technology is still in its infancy though, but by now you should be able to see the potential this
technology has to save lives. This will help cut down the long wait patients have to endure for matching,
healthy organ replacements. Doctors can instead take the right cells from the patients body and use the
necessary technology to print out the required organ from that base. The Daily Wildcat 9. Printable Weapons
On Demand The thing with technology is there is no stopping what you can do with it, so long as it can be
done. What we are referring to here is the use of 3D printing to make weapons. Defence Distributed released
online plans that could be used to 3D-print a gun called the Liberator. Although the US Department of State
demanded the plans to be taken off the Web, you know that things that get on the Internet, stays on the
Internet. Originally, printed guns could only fire a few rounds before breaking down but as the technology and
design improves, these guns could fire up to 30 rounds or more. Without the need to apply for permits, this
will make it hard for the government to enact gun control, since just about anyone can print their own gun at
home.
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The printing press helped us by Making news papers quicker, there for we made more. when we made more news
papers there was enough to go around to everyone. when everyone got a news paper every.

Fix printer problems in Windows 7 and Windows 8. To install a printer In most cases, all you have to do to set
up a printer is to connect it to your PC. Swipe in from the right edge of the screen, tap Settings, and then tap
Change PC settings. Tap or click PC and devices, and then tap or click Devices. If your printer is installed, it
should appear under Printers. Click Add a printer. In the Add Printer wizard, click Add a local printer. On the
Choose a printer port page, make sure that the Use an existing port button and the recommended printer port
are selected, and then click Next. On the Install the printer driver page, select the printer manufacturer and
model, and then click Next. If none are available and you have the installation CD, click Have Disk, and then
browse to the folder where the printer driver is located. For additional help, consult the printer manual.
Complete the additional steps in the wizard, and then click Finish. Tip You can print a test page to make sure
the printer is working correctly. In the Add Printer wizard, click Add a network, wireless or Bluetooth printer.
In the list of available printers, select the one you want to use, and then click Next. If your computer is
connected to a network, only printers listed in Active Directory for your domain are displayed in the list. If
prompted, install the printer driver on your computer by clicking Install driver. Tip Available printers can
include all printers on a network, such as Bluetooth and wireless printers or printers that are plugged into
another computer and shared on the network. You might need permission to install some printers. You can
confirm the printer is working by printing a test page.
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Richard D'Aveni writes that, just as new technology in energy production and extraction have reduced our dependence
on the Middle East, 3D printing is already poised to reduce our dependence on.

Client Login Quick Tip: How to format excel spreadsheets to print As an electronic discovery project
manager, one of the things I do is assist clients in printing all types of files, including Microsoft Excel files.
Many times the files are large, and the file creator never intended to print them. So printing them in a way that
makes sense presents quite a challenge. Steps to formatting an excel file to print: Open the excel and if there
are multiple worksheets tabs at the bottom , start with the first one If you want everything on the sheet to print,
make sure no rows or columns are hidden, and that no filtering is applied. Take a look at the general size and
layout of the data and start to determine if it would look better horizontal or vertical, what size paper might
work best, and how many pages it might take to layout Go to the Page Setup menu, and start with the first tab:
Page Orientation â€” is the data wide? Landscape might work better. Try portrait Scaling â€” I always use the
fit to option, if it will fit on one page, great. If not, play with the pages until it makes sense Paper size â€” if 8.
Note, if the margins are too small, a header or footer may overlap data, so be sure to leave enough margin if
you want to use one Sheet Rows to repeat at top â€” this is where you can select column headings to print on
every page. Helpful if the data will not fit all on one page, so that you know what each column is on the next
pages Gridlines â€” do you want the individual cell lines to show up? Sometimes this makes it easier to follow
large amounts of data across a page Page order â€” if it will not fit on one page, how is the data to read? I use
over, then down most often Before you hit OK, do the Print Preview and see if the choices you have made
make sense. If not, go back to Page Setup and adjust some things. I most often have to adjust the Fit to Pages
part. If the text is too small to read on the page, try expanding the number of pages you want it to fit to As a
last adjustment, you can switch to the Page Layout view and make sure that your page breaks make sense.
Move the lines so that sections are divided in logical places, and no blank pages are included Finally, you are
ready to print. If there are multiple worksheets or tabs and you want to print them all at once, be sure you are
on the first tab, and select print entire workbook. Otherwise it will only print the worksheet you are currently
on. That is really all there is to it. Sometimes each worksheet is different, so I customize the layout and paper
size to each one, whatever makes the most sense.
6: How to Use HP Print and Scan Doctor for Windows to fix Printer problems
Printing per se doesn't affect us as much as it once did since we use electronic texts so much, but it's still really
important. The most obvious example is in how much it helps us to become educated.

7: How to Print a Document (with Pictures) - wikiHow
While tariffs and trade wars from the White House may threaten our jobs, peace and prosperity, technology innovations
from American business could save us. Just as new technology in energy.

8: How to Print on an Envelope Using Microsoft Word (with Pictures)
In order to print on Avery 4" x 6" or mini-sheet products, you need your printer to hold the products snugly. Gently slide
the paper guide on your printer feed over to the 4-inch width position, or you may have a paper tray especially for 4" x 6"
products.

9: HP and Samsung printers | HPÂ® Official Site
To print webpages using Internet Explorer, click the Tools button, select Print, and then select Print again. See what the
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printed page will look like by selecting Print Preview. See what the printed page will look like by selecting Print Preview.
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